The spacious, comfortable rooms offered by the hotel provide marvellous views of the course and all its natural environs. This exclusive golf resort lies just 4 km from Portimão and is undoubtedly the perfect choice for discerning sports and nature lovers. It is a resort painstakingly designed, detail on detail, by golfers for golfers.

The Alamos Golf Course (Boys 5710m/Girls 5105m) presents a thrilling test to your skills. Despite the course’s short length, it has been devised to surpass even the most experienced golfer’s expectations. Alamos is sure to provide an unexpected and stimulating surprise, and the course is complemented by the charming scenery of this lesser known corner of the Algarve. Overlooking the Monchique mountain range and surrounded by small lakes and farm land, Alamos fosters all the pleasure and emotion of the perfect holiday getaway.

Also nestled in a valley in the interior of the Algarve, midway between Portimão and Monchique, Morgado Golf Course (Boys 6581m/Girls 6035m) presents itself as a challenge to both newcomers to the sport and to players with low handicaps that enjoy putting their technique to the test. With its flat fairways and Scottish-inspired bunkers, the course is set in a parkland area and offers excellent conditions and facilities for golf, including a Golf Academy where you can hone your golfing skills.

At both these two courses, the golfing enthusiast will come into contact with a very different Algarve; one calmer, more bucolic, and serene than you may be used to, in a setting that combines the best of human labour in harmony with the natural environment.
Neither flights nor travel insurance are included in any of the above standard packages or options.

**SHORTER AND LONGER BREAK OPTIONS WITH OR WITHOUT TRANSFERS, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS ETC. ARE AVAILABLE**

In order to provide a quote, we will require the following information:

- Which nights and number of people
- Twin or single room occupancy
- Inclusive of Gala Dinner and/or Welcome Dinner or neither
- Any golf requirements

Neither flights nor travel insurance are included in any of the above standard packages or options.